
KINETICS - ACTIVATION ENERGY

In the last experiment you determined that the reaction between crystal violet and
hydroxide ion was 1  order in crystal violet and 1  order in OH .  The rate law for the reactionst st -

can now be written as:

This week you will determine the activation energy of the reaction by measuring the values of the
rate constant at different temperatures and drawing an Arrhenius plot to find the activation
energy.  In the experiments the [OH ] will be about 10000 times larger than the [CV ] so that- +

effectively the [OH ] will stay constant during each trial.   If [OH ] is effectively constant then the- -

rate law can be written:

As we did in the last experiment we can plot ln Abs vs time and get a linear graph whose slope is

pseudo pseudo equal to -k .  To find the real k we will divide k  by [OH ].-

We will determine the values of k at several temperatures and then plot a graph of ln k vs

a1/T to determine the E  for the reaction.

Determination of Activation Energy

Attach the temperature probe as well as the spectrometer and open Logger Pro.  The
program should identify that the spectrometer and the thermometer have been connected and
show two graphs.  Cut out the Temp vs time graph so that only the Absorbance vs time graph

remains and expand the graph to fill the available space.  Select Configure the
Spectrometer in the tool bar and switch the collection mode to Abs vs time.  Select a
wavelength that is close to the peak wavelength in the crystal violet spectrum that you observed

two weeks ago and used last week as well.  Click on the Data Collection Button (the
“clock” to the left of the green button) and change the length of time to 60 seconds and the

sampling rate to 2 seconds/sample (NOT 2 SAMPLES/SECOND).   Click  Done to save the
setting.  Calibrate the spectrometer with distilled water.  

Obtain 6 large test tubes.  Into 3 of them pipet 10.00 mL of crystal violet.  Into the other 3
tubes pipet 10.00 mL of 0.100 M NaOH.  Prepare two water baths using large beakers.  Place ice 
temperature water (remove the ice) in one water bath and hot tap water in the other bath.  DO
NOT PLACE THE THERMOMETER PROBE INTO EITHER OF THESE TWO BATHS
UNTIL AFTER YOU HAVE PERFORMED THE FIRST TRIAL.  Place one of each kind of
solution into each of the water baths.  This leaves one set of tubes to use for the room
temperature trial.  

When you are ready to start the experiment, pour the contents of one of your room

temperature tubes into the other room temperature tube at the same time you start the



computer by clicking on the green button.  Quickly pour the solution back and forth between the

two tubes several times and then fill a dry cuvette with solution.  Dry off the outside of the
cuvette and place the cuvette into the spectrometer.  Once you have collected all the data
prepare the computer for the next trial by selecting “store the latest run” in the  “experiment”
menu. 

Insert the thermometer into the hot water bath and adjust the temperature of the hot water
bath so that it is 10 C higher than the temperature you measured in the room temperature run. o

Maintain this temperature within + 1 C for at least 5 minutes.   Stir the bath occasionally to keepo

the temperature uniform and add hot water as necessary to maintain the temperature.  Leave
the thermometer in the water bath while you perform the second trial so that the
computer will record the temperature during trial 2.  When you are close to being ready to run the
second trial, hold an empty, dry cuvette in the water bath for at least 1 minute to warm up the
cuvette but don’t get it wet inside.  Mix the solutions and simultaneously start the computer.  Fill

the warmed (but dry) cuvette with the mixed solution.  Wipe the water off the outside of
the cuvette and place the cuvette into the spectrometer.  When the trial is over, store the latest
run to prepare for the next trial.  

Repeat the process for the third trial but run this trial at a temperature that is 10 degrees
colder than room temperature.  Be sure that the solutions have had sufficient time to adjust their

temperature to match the temperature of the bath.  Be sure that you leave the
thermometer in the bath during the trial so that you have a record of the
temperature.  When you are close to being ready to run the second trial, hold an empty, dry
cuvette in the water bath for at least 1 minute to cool the cuvette but don’t get it wet inside.  Cold
cuvettes have a tendency to cause moisture in the air to condense on the outside surface of the
cuvette.  This blocks some of the light and causes poor experimental results so be sure that you
have wiped off the cuvette thoroughly before you insert it into the spectrometer.  Mix the

solutions and simultaneously start the computer.  Fill the cuvette with the mixed solution. 
Wipe the water off the outside of the cuvette using a Kimwipe and place the
cuvette into the spectrometer.  When the trial is over, store the latest run and save your file to
your computer.  Discard the solutions down the drain and rinse the cuvettes. 

Send the Logger Pro file to your lab partner at this point. 

Drawing the Graphs:

1. Open your template file that has the three graphs.  As you did in last week’s experiment,
copy the time and absorbance data from your experimental file to your template file. 
Remember, don’t copy the data points that represent data when the cuvette wasn’t in the
spectrometer. 



2. Add additional data sets as you did last week to accommodate all three sets of data.   For
the temperature of each trial use the temperature shown in your data table at about the
midpoint of the trial.  Change the data sets names to match the temperatures of each trial.

3. In the template file plot all three sets of data for the ln (abs) vs time graph.  Expand that
graph until it fills most of the screen.  Linear fit the three lines and make sure that the
uncertainties are shown in the boxes.  Give the graph a title and a legend.   Be sure the
graph is scaled properly so that you can see where the three lines cross the Y axis like you
did last week.  Ideally, all three lines should hit the Y axes at the same point.  Copy the
graph to your Excel file.

pseudo4. Use the slopes of the lines to find the values of k  and enter the values into the Excel
table.  Use the uncertainties to determine how many of the digits to show.  Convert your

pseudok  values to the real k values as done in last week’s experiment.  Convert the k values
into their natural logarithms.

5.  Convert your temperatures into Kelvin (add 273.15 to get the Kelvin temperature) and
then into 1/T values.

6. Open up your other template graph file and draw a graph of ln k vs 1/T.  Linear fit the
data and be sure that the linear fit data box shows the uncertainties.   Enter into the Excel
file the slope and intercept values as displayed in the boxes and then use the uncertainties
to write the values to the appropriate number of digits.  Copy your completed graph into
your Excel file.

a7. Use your graph to determine the E  for the reaction in units of kJ/mol and the value of A
in the Arrhenius equation.   Remember that A represents the number of collisions that
have the proper orientation so expect a large number for A. 


